Dear Colleagues,

Welcome to the Spring 2022 edition of our medicine residency research newsletter! A special welcome to all our new interns – we hope to support your interest and involvement in research throughout your time at Stanford.

This publication is aimed at both highlighting our residents’ exciting projects as well as informing trainees and recruits about the scholarly work taking place at Stanford. We define research comprehensively, including scholarly work done in quality improvement, global health, outcomes research, medical education, clinical investigation, translational research, implementation science, qualitative studies, clinical trials, and device/service innovation. Without further ado:

**Stanford Annual Residency Research Symposium**

This Spring, we hosted our annual Residency Research Symposium! Residents presented posters of their scholarly works and research to the Department of Medicine Chair, Vice Chair, Program Directors, as well as other faculty, fellows and residents.
Scholarly Work:

Congratulations to the following authors for their most recent publications and presentations over the past few months!

**Third Year+ Residents:**

2. Alexander J. Rodriguez, **Christian O'Donnell**; Training in a Combined Internal Medicine and Anesthesiology Residency Program. ASA Monitor 2022; 86:41 doi: https://doi.org/10.1097/01.ASM.0000820444.92329.73
Second Year Residents:


First Year Residents:


Best,

Stanford Internal Medicine Research Interest Group

---

*If you have research you’d like to have highlighted in the newsletter (or know of work other residents or recent graduates have taken part in) or are interested in being involved in the research interest group please make sure to email us at testa21@stanford.edu. You can also submit your scholarly work for future inclusion in the next newsletter via this form.*